[April Theorem IL A necessary and sufficient condition that the integral inequality (1) admit a solution <p(x) isthat every non-trivial solution ip(x) of the associated integral equation *(*)+ f 4'(s)K(s,x)ds = O J a shall change sign* The first part of the paper is devoted to preliminary notions which are used in the proof of Theorem I.
1. An outline of the proof of Theorem I. The necessity of the condition in Theorem I is almost obvious. For if f(x) is orthogonal to each of the functions //(*), it is orthogonal to every linear combination of them, that is f fix) JLa,fÂx)dx = 0 ; J a j-1
and this relation for a positive f(x) demands that the second factor of the integrand change sign unless it is identically zero. Hence since the functions are linearly dependent, the condition of the theorem is necessary.
To prove the sufficiency of the condition, we proceed as follows. By a certain well defined operation, the given set of m functions {/,•} is replaced by another set of m functions called a reduced set.f The efficacy of the reduction is due to the following two properties:
(a) One function of the reduced set is identically zero. (b) If the reduced set admits a positive function orthogonal to all of its members, the same is true of the original set.
The reduction process may be repeated, the property (b) persisting, and the property (a) introducing a new zero function at each repetition; so that after m -1 reductions the resulting set contains only one function which is different from zero. It is not difficult to show that this function admits a positive orthogonal function, whence from (b) it follows that the given set admits a positive orthogonal function.
A complication arises from the fact that the range of the argument of a "reduced" set of functions is not the same as the range of the argument of the original set. The functions of the reduced set are as a matter of fact functions of a variable whose range is a composite range.
* For an analogous algebraic theorem, see papers by Carver, Annals of Mathematics, (2), vol. 23, p. 212; and the author, ibid., vol. 27, p. 57. f A reduction process for a set of functions on a general range has been described by the author in an earlier paper, On sets of functions of a general variable, these Transactions, vol. 29 (1927) is a two-dimensional point set contained in the square ïï. If pix) is of a simple type, the points constitute a set of rectangles forming a sort of irregular checker-board arrangement.
And for any pix), the range will include at least one such rectangle.
A function on the range 3E(p) will be said to be continuous if it is a continuous function of the two variables pip), »(p>. A function will be said to * But since 3£/ includes the zeros of p(x), it may contain isolated points, and even perfect sets of points which comprise no interval, as in the following example. Let X be the closed interval (0, 2). On the left half of this interval form the Cantor perfect set by the removal of open middle thirds (see Pierpont's Theory of Functions of Real Variables, vol. I, § 272). On this perfect set let p(x) =0, and on its complement with respect to (0,1) let p{x) be negative. For x> 1 let p{x) be positive. This interesting example was suggested to me by Professor Kellogg, to whom I am indebted for a number of valuable criticisms and suggestions.
[April change sign internally on the range ï<p> if it is positive at some inner points and negative at other inner points of the range. Analogous definitions of continuity and internal change of sign are to be understood relative to all the composite ranges occurring in what follows.
Suppose now that on the new composite range ï(p) there is defined in any way a real, single-valued, continuous function a, which changes sign internally on the range. Then this function determines two subclasses of the range ï(p): &><<»> = [all *<"> for which <r è 0], TiN<-") = [all x^ for which a < O] ;
and from these subclasses we may form a composite class
The elements of this class are quadripartite.
Geometrically they form a point set in the four-dimensional hypercube -OOEï, of which some subset at least are inner points.
The process of reduction and composition can be repeated indefinitely, provided at each stage a reducing function is available.
To generalize the procedure and notation, suppose reduction with respect to the successive reducing functions pi, p2, ■ ■ ■ , p*_i has yielded the composite range 3£(PlP2 * * -P*-l) consisting of 2*_1-partite elements.
Suppose lurther that p* is a singlevalued continuous function changing sign internally on this range. By reduction with respect to p* and composition we obtain the new range
the elements of which are 2*-partite. Geometrically the new range is a point set in the 2*-dimensional cube xH ■ ■ ■ H, of which some points at least are inner points.
3. Reduced outer multiplication. Consider again the original range ï and a continuous reducing function p(x) changing sign on 36. This function determines with any second continuous function f(x) a function on the composite range X^', which we shall call their reduced outer product and denote by ((p/)). Its functional values are defined by the formula
This multiplication is clearly not commutative. Its most obvious property is that ((pp))=0.
Another property easily verified is that iipf)) is continuous on TLpW ULn™.
Reduced outer multiplication is defined in a similar way upon any of the composite ranges described in the preceding section. Consider for example the reduced composite range J(wpt..-Pi_i)( and suppose that p* is a continuous function changing sign on this range. Then p* determines with any second continuous function /* on the range a reduced outer product ((p*/*)), given by the formula
This product is continuous at all points of its region of definition. The reduction process may now be repeated, the second function /2(1) ( = ((/1/2))) being used as a reducing function (assuming that it changes sign), and a second reduced set of functions obtained, having the property that its first two functions are identically zero. Its range %w*w-will be denoted for brevity by ï(12).
To make the reduction procedure and notation general, let {/,(12 ■ ■ *-i>} denote the set of functions obtained by k -l successive reductions of the kind indicated. Its first k -l functions are identically zero, and its £th function is féli ' ' ■*_1>. If this function changes sign we may use it as a reducing function and form the new set {//12 • • •*>}, each function of which is the reduced outer product of the corresponding function of {//" ••• *-»} by/*<12 ' " ■*~1). The functions of this new set are defined and continuous on the range 26(12 ' " *', and the first k of them are identically zero.
The reduction procedure thus defined will after m -1 operations yield a set of functions all of which except the last are identically zero. The assumption which we have made that at each stage the reducing function changes sign will now be justified. To prove the proposition indirectly, suppose that there is a set of constant multipliers a2, as, ■ • ■ , am, such that
We first recall that the range 36(1> is a composite range, 36(1)=36p (1) The various values of the expression on the left side of (6) must have a greatest lower bound, and those of the expression on the right must have a least upper bound, which bounds may or may not coincide.
In any case we may choose a constant ax such that
And from this double relation we obtain
Furthermore, division of (5) by -fi(n), which is certainly positive, yields a statement which may be written
But the statements (7) and (8) This contradicts the hypothesis of the lemma, and the contradiction proves that every linear combination 2í-2 aifim must be negative somewhere on 3£(1). To see that it must be negative at an inner point, we note first that all points of ï'p(1) ï]v(1) are inner points. If it is negative at none of these points, then it must be negative on ïz (1) &v (1), that is, the left side of (5) must be somewhere negative, and hence the left side of (8) must be negative at some point of Hzm ■ If the left side of (8) is negative at an inner point of 3Ez(1), then the left side of (5) is negative at an inner point of 2£z(1> ï#(1) which is a fortiori an inner point of ï(1), and our desired conclusion is reached. If on the other hand the left side of (8) is negative only at frontier points of 3EzU), it follows from continuity (since each such frontier point is a limit point of H'p(l) or %nw) that one of the inequalities in (7) is contradicted. But this involves a contradiction of (4), which contradiction means explicitly that ]C£-s aifia) is negative on ï'p(1) Ïat(1) , hence at an inner point of ï(1). In an entirely analogous way it may be shown that every such linear combination must be positive at an inner point of ï(1). The proof of the lemma is then complete. Successive application of these lemmas now justifies the assumption which we made in the early part of this section : // every linear combination of the given set of functions changes sign on 36, then every function appearing as a reducing function in the progressive reduction process described in this section changes sign internally on its range. 
we obtain, by substitution in (9) In the next section we make an alteration in the procedure which will insure continuity at these points also.
6. An alteration to secure continuity. In the preceding section the function IIa2""'*' is assumed to possess certain properties, and upon these assumptions the existence and certain properties of the function H<12, ■ *_I) are established. The functionIIa2 ■ ■-w of the hypothesis is still unnecessarily general for our purpose. By making certain additional assumptions with regard to it we may expect to obtain additional properties for the function n(12 •••*-«. The additional property desired is continuity. To this end, we now assume that II(12-• •*> is equal to unity at all points of the range j(i2.. *) except on some closed aggregates of inner points. Now if Po is a point of 36p(12 " ' 'k) which is a limit point of 36jv(li •••■>, then (po, n) is, for every », a frontier point of 36<12 •••*>, and from the assumption just made it follows that IIa2"-*' {po, ») = 1. Hence from the definition ofn<12 ••*-», n(i2---*-i>(¿0) = _ f^...,/*""-*-»«*». // all the functions of any reduced set admit a common orthogonal function which is positive, continuous, and equal to unity except on some closed sub-sets of inner points, then the set of functions from which it is obtained by reduction has the same property. in which all functions except the last one, fju ■ * ■ ro-1), are identically zero. If this last set admits a positive orthogonal function, continuous, and equal to unity except on closed sub-sets of inner points, then by §6 the given set admits a positive and continuous orthogonal function, and the proof of our theorem is complete. Our problem is then reduced to showing that the set {//12 ■ ■ ■m-1>} admits an orthogonal function of the kind described, or more simply still, that the single function /"(12 ■ ■ ■ m_1) admits such an orthogonal function. This is not difficult.
From the hypothesis that every linear combination of the given functions changes sign, it follows by §4 that /m(12 " " "m-1) changes sign internally. Therefore from the continuity preserved in the reduction process it follows that there is a set of inner points completely bounded by inner points on which the function is positive, and a similar set of points on which it is negative. We denote, for the moment, the former set by $ and the latter set by 9Î, and consider two functions IL, and U" on the range ï(12 ■ • ■ m_1), restricted by the following conditions. Both functions are continuous. The former IL, is positive on the region ty (excluding the boundary) and is elsewhere zero. The latter IIB is positive on the region 9Î (excluding the boundary) and is elsewhere zero.
Next we consider the function
a and ß being constants to be determined. This function is evidently continuous on ï<12 • • " m-l>, and is positive if a and ß are positive. Furthermore it is equal to unity except at points of $ and 9Î. We now choose a and ß so that Under what conditions will the inequality admit a solution <p(x) continuous on the interval ï? We note first that (12) is equivalent to an integral equation In case D = 0, the equation (13) for a given irix) in general admits no solution. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a solution
